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// The Richemont challenge:
 Human Machine Interaction

Empathize

Define

ideate

Trend research
[Short Internet based research to call forth existing 
knowledge and trends on human machine interaction]

The Problem Research Question

User interviews
[Obtain deep view into feelings, behaviors and perceptions of 

luxury watch customers]

“I do not like the look of a smart watch, it feels like a gadget and not a 
luxury product.”

Smart watches have not been as 
successful as wished. Instead fitness 
bands and activity trackers have 
seen much higher adoption rates, as 
customers want to be able to track 
their health and lifestyle seamlessly. 

On average people change 
their leather watchbands 
every two to three years.

To add volume and give 
shape regular leather bands 
contain several filler layers.
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The concept

Expansion into a fast growing 
market of wearable technology 
and access to new customer 
segments and additional revenue.

Limited risk as the core of 
the watch remains and the 
customers has the choice 
between a leather or stealth.

Adaptable and customizable 
band options, such as a daily 
activity tracker, a business 
usage or a health monitor.

Synchronization of lifetime 
between the leather band and the 
electronics ensures convenience 
and up-to-date technology.

Potential to internalize and 
revolutionize the leather 
band production and become 
independent of external suppliers.

A traditional watch that 
maintains its luxury look, 
while incorporating a variety 
of invisible smart features.

“The Stealth Band” combines the traditional mechanical watch 
with a smart wrist band, which still looks like a regular luxury 
leather from the outside but encloses up-to-date smart technology. 
Specific band features such as activity tracking, health monitoring, 
notification or gesture control can be compiled at customer’s option.

Benefits for the user

Benefits for Richemont

Expert Interviews
[Collect in-depth and technical information from experts in the watch industry]

Site visits
[Inspirational guided visits to various 
Richemont production sites, e.g. the leather band 
manufacturing]

“The lifetime of a smart watch is limited to a maximum of one to three years 
whereas a mechanical watch customers can still pass on to their grandchildren.”
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Synthesis
[Summarize and analyze collected information 
to infer meaning]

Technology 
& Innovation

Are currently 
not linked to 

tradition

Bob, a 23-year-old university student, loves 
both traditional and high tech products but 
does not think that traditional products - such as 
Richemont’s watches - have anything to do with 
innovation and technology.

Point of View

brainstorming
[Generate as many ideas as possible by applying 
different ideation methods, such as brainstorming 
on H2-Questions]

H2 make Bob see that traditional products can be technological 
and innovative?

H2 make a technological and innovative product that preserves 
the tradition of Richemont without contradicting it?

H2 combine technology and innovation with tradition in a visible 
way?

Clustering & Selection
[Filter ideas, to discover the 
most radical, resonant and/or 
rational concepts]

Iterations

Prototype & Test

Stealth band

Looks like a regular leather band 
from the outside but in between 
the two leather layers, there 
are components that give it the 
basic features of a smart watch.

User Testing
[Test critical functions with real  
users to gather qualitative feedback, 
drive deeper user-understanding & 
validate or invalidate assumptions]

Prototype Features
[Envision and test different potential features 
and critical functions to add value to the user 
experience]

Users like that you don’t 
see the smart aspect

Great alternative for 
existing ugly health 
monitoring wearables 

Try to extract the most 
important features 
to make sure it is an 
instinctive, usable device 

Think about different 
options in different straps

Opinions on vibrations 
are much divided. Some 
people love it, some hate it

Users fear short durability 
of batteries

   2016 Activity tracker, blue-tooth connection, 
 notification, vibration, gesture control 

~2018 Wireless payment, heart rate monitor, 
 medication reminder, panic button 

~2020 Personal information & identification 
 storage

 2016

 ~2018

 ~2020

Future Steps
[Internal and external requirements for the 
refinement and implementation of the solution]

RAPID prototyping
[Convert the theoretical idea into a 
tangible form that can be experienced]

Ensure seamless functionality, e.g. battery 
longevity

Develop compatible mobile application

Evaluate possibilities and benefits of in-
house vs. outsourced production

Create a convincing concept that fits the 
the DNA of all Richemont’s Maisons

risk

Every day we become more connected, more engaged with machines in 
various forms, such as home appliances, watches, mobiles, computers, etc. 
As we become and continue to be more reliant on these machines, how 
may we redesign the relationship between people and machines?

By placing watches on people’s wrist, Richemont has essentially been in the 
wearables business long before the term even existed.  With 2016 becoming 
the year of wearable technology, it is now looking to explore innovative smart 
solutions that add sustainable value to the luxury brand and its customers.


